Portable drum unloader for cleaner, easier handling/transferring of powder coating materials directly from fiber drums in a continuous, more efficient operation.

The patented Nordson bulk powder feed system supplies virgin powder directly from a fiber drum to a Nordson hopper/feeder. The system features a drum carrier unit, custom drum lid, and up to three powder transfer pumps, each capable of delivering up to 200 lbs. (91 kg.) of powder per hour.

In a typical operation, a level sensor is used with the hopper/feeder to actuate the transfer pump(s) and maintain a continuous supply of powder material.

Handling powder coating material in fiber drums rather than small boxes saves time and labor, and helps provide a cleaner operation. Drum change is easily handled by one operator. Buying powder coatings in bulk may also provide material cost savings.
Why choose Nordson

In highly competitive manufacturing markets, productivity is vital and performance is essential. That’s why we apply both to everything we do, whether it’s our products, expertise or outstanding customer service. We’ll always be there to help maintain the new standards you’ve set, with expert service and support delivered through our teams working across the globe.

This unique Nordson approach helps you reach new levels of production, while working more accurately, efficiently and competitively than ever. Precisely why manufacturers who demand quality, can rely on Nordson.
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Find your local Nordson office:
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